Activity

The activity allows kids to create a pop-up scene from the book!

Supplies:

- Crayons, colored pencils, or markers
- Scissors
- Glue, glue sticks, or tape
- Printouts

Instructions:

- Print out the activity sheets. Pass out copies for each learner.
- Have the kids color the illustrations before cutting out the pop-up sections. Show them the page from the book for inspiration.
- After kids have colored the illustrations with the colors they want, have them cut out the pop-up sections, then fold along the dotted lines.
- Tape or glue the tabs to the larger sheet of paper. Using a ruler, or the tip of an empty pen, to score the fold lines will help the paper fold cleanly.
- Use a ruler to fold lines cleanly.
- Then have them insert the objects and characters, as shown below or how they want.
- Note: the pop-ups will be sturdiest if you can print on a stronger sheet of paper, like cardstock paper. Taping construction paper behind regular printer paper will also help the pop-ups to be sturdy.

Tip: Use a ruler or the point of an empty pen to score the fold lines.